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NEW APPROACHES TO FUNDING BOSTON-AREA BLACK-LED 
ORGANIZING FOR MOVEMENT BUILDING
[research & design]
 
 

A new wave of the Black Liberation movement has swept the country in recent years, growing in large part out of the response to 
the murder of Trayvon Martin and the non-conviction of his killer. The movement has been primarily focused on police brutality and 
mistreatment of black and black or brown appearing people but seeks at its core to fundamentally shift the political, economic, and 
cultural norms that allow for the persistence of systemic institutional racism. 

Within this movement, organizing, resistance and alternatives have taken on many forms. Many of the groups that are spearheading 
the movement are nontraditional, unincorporated local and national networks and loose associations of people with both specific 
and broad goals focusing on direct action, education, community service, policy shift, revolution, economic alternatives, self deter-
mination, culture shift, and media (to name a few). There are also quite a few newly incorporated and long established racial justice 
organizations who have been able to incorporate the language and vision of this new wave into their organizing frameworks.

For some, this focus is closely aligned with their existing strategy while for others this has required a strategic shift. What these groups 
share in common nationally and locally in Boston is the need for swift access to funds to support their growing, often urgent, work. 
Lack of capacity and time has constrained some groups in their ability to garner much needed financial support. In addition, typical 
sources of funding are slow to shift their priorities in support of the movement and when they do, smaller, local groups often do not 
have the existing resources and connections to leverage the disparate sources of funds. 

The Funding Boston Black-Liberation Organizing and Movement Building Research & Design Project was created with the purpose of 
creating new forms and avenues of funding that connect supporters and allies with Black-Led liberation-focused organizations and 
efforts.

The project aims to explore and identify innovative, efficient, replicable potential funding mechanisms and approaches that are able 
to fully support the decentralized, experimental nature of the growing Black Liberation movement in the Boston-Area. The project 
focuses on individual support and does not explore larger institutional funding of the movement. 

The research and design process was undertaken by Terry Marshall and Aisha Shillingford of INTELLIGENT MISCHIEF.



What did we do?
The research and design phases of the project took place between September 2015 and February 2016.

 
Defined, identified 
and mapped the 
Black Led Liberation 
movement in the Bos-
ton Area.

 
Identified the most 
crucial opportunities, 
challenges and needs 
vis a vis funding faced 
by movement groups.

 
Identified and 
mapped the networks 
of allies and support-
ers of the Black Led 
Liberation movement 
in the Boston Area.

 
Identified the most 
crucial opportunities, 
challenges and barri-
ers to donors seeking 
to support the move-
ment.
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Clarified the 
objectives of 
a new funding 
mechanism 
that meets the 
needs of both 
movement en-
tities and those 
of potential 
donors.

 
 

Created  
potential solutions & 

recommendations for 
new/ 

hybrid mechanisms 
that fulfill the  

objectives
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STEP 1. Defining, Identifying & Mapping 
the Black-Led Liberation Movement and 
Its Supporters in Boston



[Defining the Black-Led Liberation Movement]
 
based on criteria created by Resource Generation: 

 
Building/strengthening Black institutional and political power.

Organizing for Black liberation… 

1.Seeks to change and shift cultural narratives, media coverage, historical accounts, and our collective 
psyche toward valuing all Black lives.

2. Centers and celebrates the lives of marginalized Black people. This includes transgender and gender-
queer; gay, lesbian, bisexual, and queer identified; incarcerated or institutionalized; poor; disabled and 
differently abled; women and girls alongside men and boys; those in rural and urban areas; and others who 
are often overlooked in both funding and broad-based movement struggles.

3. Has Black people in key leadership positions with significant decision-making power, and develops and 
supports Black leadership. This means different things in different locations and organizations (for non-profits 
this could be a majority of the Board of Directors, Executive Director, and member-leaders). The key is that 
ending anti-Black racism is central to the mission and strategies of the work (which necessarily includes 
strong Black leadership); organizations that are multi-racial or multi-issue and have a clear focus on ending 
anti-Black racism at all levels fit this criteria.

4. Builds power in Black and brown communities. This looks like a diversity of things, including: organizations 
engaging in community-building such as creating opportunities for broad community participation; pushing 
racial equity strategies; lifting culture, history, and healing as a central component of their social change 
work; integrating other strategies including community development, activism, and human services to bring 
community together and establish trust; organizations that engage in leadership development, issue cam-
paign development, membership base building, direct action tactics, and playing a leading role in collab-
orations, alliances, and coalitions that will change public policy.



 

5. Understands anti-Black racism as systemic; part of a structure than needs to be re-built and not just 
tweaked. Challenges power structures and institutions that perpetuate injustices and inequities. 
 
 
6. Addresses any and all manifestations of state and state-sanctioned violence against Black people 
including, but not limited to disproportionately high rates of: incarceration of Black people; foreclosure 
on Black homes; vigilante violence toward and murder of Black transgender women; homelessness of 
queer Black youth; lack of access to healthful food in Black communities; and police brutality, profiling 
and abuse. State-sanctioned violence against Black people also includes disproportionately low rates of 
wealth accumulation and de-funding for public schools in primarily Black areas. See link to Ferguson Ac-
tion demands and outline of state violence here.

7. Can include work of community healing and transformative practice.

8. Can include art and creative projects, consciousness and awareness building, mobilization for direct 
action, bail funds and/or leadership development.

9. Can include direct service provision – supporting material needs for organizers and communities is 
sometimes the most crucial and revolutionary act.

10. May or may not occur through non-profit (501c3 or 501c4) organizations. Could be informal church 
groups, block associations, or other structures. 
 
 

From: http://resourcegeneration.org/what-we-do/supporting-black-led-black-liberation/guidance-for-giv-
ing-to-black-led-organizing-for-black-liberation-2/)



[Who are the Black-Led Liberation Movement Groups in  
Boston?]
 
Boston-Area activists and organizers were asked to use the RG-provided criteria to identify and list Black-led, Liberation 
Movement-focused organizations in their networks. The list of organizations and groups was sorted based on 1) the extent to 
which they meet the criteria (using the first 6 criteria in the RG framework), and 3) how long the group has been operating. 

The following groups were identified as the core of the Black-Led Liberation Movement in the greater Boston Area.  
 

BOSTON AREA BLACK-LED LIBERATION MOVEMENT GROUPS & ORGANIZATIONS 
 
Emerging Groups (< 3 years in operation, nascent/unstable 
funding strategy)

Established Groups (> 3 years in operation, mature/stable 
funding strategy)

Black Lives Matter Boston Families for Justice as Healing
Intelligent Mischief Boston Workers Alliance
Youth Justice and Power Union Boston Youth Organizing Project
Justice for Bo City Life/Vida Urbana
We Are The Ones Design Studo for Social Intervention
Bowdoin Bicycle School Haymarket Peoples Fund
Black Lives Matter Cambridge Algebra Project
Black Economic Justice Institute ACE/REEP
Boston Coalition for Police Accountaibility Greater Four Corners Action Coaltion
Mass Action Against Police Brutality Action for Regional Equity
Youth Against Mass Incarceration Boston Jobs Coalition

Black Left Unity Network

 

For the purposes of the project, groups categorized as ‘Emerging’ were invited to participate in an interview to identify their 

experiences within the current movement context, their challenges vis a vis funding and in general as well as their visions 

for success. Although all groups were approached, due to constraints faced by the groups themselves the following groups 

participated in interviews: Intelligent Mischief, Youth Justice and Power Union, Bowdoin Bicycle School, Black Economic Jus-

tice Institute, and Boston Coalition for Police Accountability. Please see the Appendices for the interview instrument used.



[Where does Grassroots Support for the Black Liberation 
Movement in Boston Come From?]
[According to a survey of 140 self-identified individual supporters, allies, and accomplices of the Black Liberation Movement 

in Boston]

 68% of supporters were between 19 and 35 years old
                      31% were between 36 and 65 
  
 53% live in the City of Boston proper

  80% gave to Boston-Area/Massachusetts groups and organizations
  40% gave to National groups and organizations
  42% gave to Ferguson-based groups and organizations

  80% white   17% Jewish 
 20% Non-Black People of Color  

    93% support by posting & sharing articles and         
    opinion pieces online

     
    65% provide financial support

    77% attend rallies and protests

    81% educated and organize others

    25% gave
    supplies

The majority began supporting the movement 
within the last 2-3 years since Trayvon  
Martin’s murder.

People gave at...
...conferences, meetings, rallies and trainings...

       83% gave $$ online  
       50% gave cash in person

Giving ranged between $5 - $2500
People gave an average of $200 - $300 each



 [Donors]

• Are well educated about and aware of their role as white supporters/allies 
[most ppl used similar language vis a vis allyship, white privilege etc.] 

• Feel a sense of responsibility as white people 

• Some have been supporting since the 1960s, but only a few [could be the 
limitation of the survey author’s networks] 

• Some have been supporting for approximately 10 years 

• The majority of respondents were new to supporting the movement (0 -2 
years) 

• They became aware due to recent catalytic events from Trayvon’s murder 
to Mike Brown Jr’s. 

• Gave a wide range of amounts - $5 - $2500, $50,000 

• Gave an average of $200 - $300 each



[People gave to]

• 
• Localized uprisings outside of Boston 
• Local Boston Nonprofits 
• Black Queer Groups (HBGC etc.)
• Legal Funds/Bail

• 
• BLM Boston [majority mentions]
• BLM Cambridge 
• Mass Action Against Police Brutality
• Radical Foundations like Haymarket and RESIST
• Justice for Bo 
• ACLU
• Organization for Black Struggle
• Deep Abiding Love Project
• BYP 100
• INCITE
• Intelligent Mischief

• National groups - 40% e.g. M4BL
• Local groups - 78%
• Ferguson Based Groups - 42% 



[Why were people motivated to give? 
People gave BECAUSE...]

> Their friends were giving/asked them to give

> Media coverage of the movement

> Ferguson rebellion

> Charleston Church shootings

> Baltimore uprising

> They could get a cool movement T-shirt



 

STEP 2. Identifying crucial opportunities, 
challenges, and needs facing the Black-
Led Liberation Movement



[We asked representatives of Black-Led Liberation Movement 
organizations...What does the movement look like right now?]

“The movement is  
divided and 
turned inwards.” 

“The movement 
is not strong.” 

“The movement is not 
adequately funded.”

 
“There is an in-
creasing number of 
groups engaged in 
creating alternative 
institutions.”

“Most groups in the 
movement adopt 
an intersectional 
analysis”

“Many groups want to have a no strings 
approach [with funders] and therefore stay small 
on purpose. This can limit their ability to effectively 
achieve their goals. It’s a catch-22.”

“Many groups are 
engaged in rallies, 
lobbying activities.”

“There is a feeling that tradi-
tional nonprofits are not im-
pacting things at the level of  
systems.”

“Many attribute the lack of any 
‘real‘ movement to the strength/
influence of the Nonprofit Indus-
trial Complex”

“Groups are engaged primarly in 
Direct Action and Organizing.”



 
[What has been working well for groups in the Movement?] 

• CROWDFUNDING has been a successful way to get resources.

• Some groups have been successful at employing an EARNED INCOME/ 

MARKET-BASED model.

• Other groups have found it successful to seek resources from SMALL, RADICAL  

FOUNDATIONS (Haymarket, RESIST etc.)

• Others have found INDIVIDUAL DONOR approaches to fundraising most successful.

• Groups have been able to raise OTHER TYPES OF MATERIAL RESOURCES besides cash 

• Groups find it successful when donors take a HANDS OFF APPROACH

• Groups have had success in CREATING/ACQUIRING CULTURAL SPACE

• Groups attribute success to the MOVEMENT MOMENTUM at a local & national level

• Groups have found that HOUSE PARTIES and DIRECT ASKS are good places to raise 

funds

• PASSING A ‘HAT’ at meetings and events has worked well.



 
[We asked donors... What works well? What makes 
supporting the movement easy?] 

 

THE WHY 

When the cause is 
aligned with donors’ 
beliefs and values.

 

THE HOW 
 
When there was a  
direct, clear and  
specific ask for support.

 

THE WHO 

When there were  
personal connections 
with movement leaders 
and groups; and with 

other supporters.



 

[THE WHY]
 
Supporting provided a sense of hope, a feeling of making a difference.

There was a sense of accountability from the recipient groups and a sense of 

transparency in how the funds would be used.

There was a tangible use of the funds.

There was apparent success as a result of giving, a clear tie between the $$ 

and the results. 

Saw their money put to work.

Being able to know and trust the group’s members.

When there was a sense of mutuality. 

 

[THE WHO]
 

Recipient groups were black-led and black-women centered.

Groups that focused/included self-care in their framework.

Groups with perceived integrity.

Groups that exhibited community leadership and shared power.

Groups with a sense of purpose vis a vis liberation.

Groups led by people that donors had a personal connection with.

Groups that were on the frontlines.

Groups/causes that were suggested by white networks.

Groups that were reliable.

Groups that embraced an intersectional approach.

Groups that are not non-profits.



 

[THE HOW]
 

The donor was in the right place at the right time.

Being able to give to a centralized organization that then distributed the mon-

ey.

Proximity to local work.

There was a clear ASK.



 
energy and focus. They need to work to sustain themselves and don’t 

 
  Activists are divided in their  

 
movement groups and organizations.

 
There is lack of capacity vis a vis the skills needed to lead  

 
to donors.

 
Some groups don’t know who to ask for $$. They don’t have connections  

 
Groups are disconnected and exist in siloes.

 
and financial resources.

 
There is a lack of capacity in terms of human

 
and emotional struggles.

 
al public. People are despondent.

 
Activists are experiencing personal  

 
Liberation infrastructure 

[What has NOT been working for groups in the Movement?]

 
 There is lack of inspiration amongst the gener 

 
There is invisible and weak Black 

to do real work.
 
mine what happens in the movement.

 
Traditional funders still have too much power to deter- 

 
The funding seems to be popularity based without some groups having  

have time left over to dedicate to movement.



[What has made it challenging for donors to support the 
Movement?]

 

THE MOVEMENT GROUPS ECOSYSTEM 

 

Leadership constraints
• Abusive leaders within the movement groups/orgs
• Lack of apparent movement leadership & experience
• The leadership and politics of some groups alienating donors and supporters

Organizational/Capacity constraints
• Poor communication and planning by the movement groups/orgs
• Lack of organizational infrastructure/legal structure

Movement maturity/trajectory
• Lack of movement intersectionality with other movements e.g. labor etc.
• Perceived conflict or tension between groups in the movement in Boston
• Lack of transparency vis. who, what why in the movement etc.

Not asking



 

THE DONOR/SUPPORTER ECOSYSTEM 

 

Lack of integration of giving $$ with personal & political development as allies. 
 
Disconnected from the movement focused organizations. 

Personal, emotional and financial barriers as donors. 

Need more diverse ways to engage besides giving money.

 

THE GENERAL MOVEMENT ECOSYSTEM 

 

The nonprofit industrial complex and liberal racism in Boston vis. Color Blindness



 

STEP 3. Clarifiying the objectives of a 
new funding mechanism that meets the 
needs of both movement entities and 
those of potential donors.



1.   Space (offices), money, training, and capacity building.

2.   Food, vehicles, and shelter/housing for leaders.

3.   Restorative/self care and cultural work.

4.   Political education and anti-oppression training.

5.   A focus on both organizations and incorporated groups.

6.   A movement-wide examination of the relationship between 

    foundation and grassroots funding.

7.   Mechanisms that support black economic independence and self   

    determination.

8.   More strategic approaches and long-term planning.

9.   Paid staff.

10. Skill sharing between movement groups.

11. Increased visibility of POC- and youth-led groups.

[What do movement-focused groups need?]



[We asked donors..What are the elements of a 
funding mechanism that will allow donors to bet-
ter support the movement?]

 

     DONOR EXPERIENCE

 

ENGAGING 
DONORS

 

RETAINING
DONORS

 

ACTIVATING
DONORS

 

ORGANIZING
DONORS

 Texts for urgent requests Key actions for donors to take: 

> Self Analysis - learning 

> Educating/Organizing others 

> Donating/Resourcing 

> Listening/Participating  

> Connections to black   
   groups

Better and more frequent 
communications 

> Giving circles 

> Affinity Groups 

> Networks 

> Connecting and aligning   
   with SURJ and others
 



 

   MECHANISM FOR GIVING & RECEIVING

 

UNIFIED POOL OF FUNDS  
 

REGULAR, IN-PERSON  
CONNECTIONS &  

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING BETWEEN  
DONORS & ACTIVISTS

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

APPEALS FOR SMALL DOLLAR AMOUNTS 

RECURRING DONATIONS

MAP OF GROUPS WITH THEIR  
FOCUS, WORK AND ASK/NEED

CENTRALIZED INFORMATION RESOURCE ON 
GROUPS, ACTIONS, EDUCATION ETC.

 

 
 
 
 
 

ACCOUNTABILITY & SHOWING RESULTS

TRANSPARENCY

UNIFIED, ORGANIZED MOVEMENT NETWORK

CLEAR, SPECIFIC REQUESTS & ASKS

MORE CONCRETE STRATEGIC (POLICY,  
ACADEMIC, MEDIA) SYSTEM CHANGE 

WORK FROM ACTIVISTS

ATTRIBUTES/FUNCTIONALITY 
OF THE PLATFORM

 
REQUESTS OF RECIPIENT GROUPS



[What are the desired objectives, outcomes and 
attributes of the funding mechanism/platform?]

 
WHO 
Radical Foundations to house the funds
 
Individual Donors

Incorporate & Unincorporated Groups

Recipient qualities/criteria: 

 Black-led
 Intersectional analysis
 Balance between individual develop 
 ment & action
 Shared power group dynamics
 Consciousness of liberation
 On the forefront
 Good planning
 Making a clear ask
 Developing organizational infrastruc  
 ture ---> increasing capacity over time

 
WHERE 
Local & national

House parties, meetings, & events

 
WHAT 
Supports potential Earned Income/Mar-
ket-Based models 

Creates connections between donors 

In-Kind/Material Resources 

Creates local & national connections 

Supports infrastructure: space, money, 
training, capacity building

Food, vehicles, housing

Supports Black Economic Indepen-
dence & Self Determination

Provides tips & resources for personal, 
group, and movement education

 
HOW 
Crowdfunding Capability

Donors more hands off

Tone and language inspires and gives 
hope to the general public about the 
movement
 
Alleviates activist time and energy lead-
ing to more balanced lives

 
WHY 
To level the playing field between popular and less popular groups

To meet the collective fundraising capacity needs of movement groups

To strengthen the overall Black Liberation movement infrastructure

Removes the need to figure out how to ask donors directly



[Undesired Outcomes: The mechanism/platform 
should NOT...]
 

- Distribute money based on groups popularity vs. level of actual   

  work

- Replicate the power dynamics of traditional funding

- Encourage over-reliance on nonprofit structure

- Tolerate or encourage abusive/hyper-autocratic leadership with  

  in recipient groups

- Include groups with too much inexperience amongst leaders

- Include groups that are alienating/divisive within the movement   

  space

- Allow for no clear ask

- Perpetuate public conflict or tension between groups 



 

STEP 4. Potential Solutions and 
Recomendations for a New Hybrid 
Funding Mechanism.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 1: How do organizations or 
groups join the platform and become eligible to 
receive funds?]

Option 1:
The community at large votes & verifies groups and they meet 
RG’s criteria. 

Option 2: 
Groups apply and there’s a probation period - core group 
[named in the report] approves membership.

Option 3: 
The MNL Resourcing working group selects and invites them.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 2: How do donors know who 
is receiving money and what they are doing?]

Option 1:
Participating Org. profiles by city/region/state/national  - Org. 
database (similar to RGs) with a map on the site. 

Option 2: 
There is a something like a slack ticker TL on the site with up to 
the minute updates from twitter accounts from participating 
groups.

Option 3: 
Centralized calendar of meetings/activities of local groups.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 3: How is money distributed 
amongst recipient orgs?]

Option 1:
Equally like a sou sou either rotating one org. per month or all 
orgs monthly or some other period. 

Option 2: 
Equitably, based on need/budgets.

Option 3: 
Participatory Budgeting/Collective Impact approach (group 
allocates to different aspects of movement strategy and 
groups receive proportionally based on their focus).



[ DESIGN QUESTION 4: Who will host the pooled 
fund?]

Option 1:
A new type of ‘foundation’ that functions similarly to a move-
ment sou sou/cooperative. It pools and distributes funds equi-
tably to ‘members’ who are the movement groups. 

Option 2: 
A well-known, credible, radical foundation e.g. Haymarket or 
RESIST.

Option 3: 
A credible ‘anchor institution’ organization or coalition entity 
that is not itself a foundation e.g. MORE or Unamed  
Awesome.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 5: What is the pathway from 
giving to being more involved?]

Give --> receive movement news updates --> option to join 
affinity group online --> plugged into RG/SURJ/JVP etc.?
 



[ DESIGN QUESTION 6: What are the proportions in 
which the money is distributed to things like Deep 
Capacity, Operations, Infrastructure, Personal 
Fund, Rapid Response, Food etc?]
 
Option 1:
20% of every dollar - Deep Capacity, 10% Rapid Response Fund, 
10% Personal Fund, 60% distributed to orgs for operations.

Option 2: 
50% -- funds a backbone entity that provides capacity including of-
fice space, investment fund, land trust/subsidized housing etc. e.g. 
a movement TSNE; 50% -- distributed to orgs for operations.

Option 3: 
100% goes to orgs for operations and to use as they like.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 7: How do donors find out 
about the site?]
 
Option 1:
Partner with groups like Resource Generation, SURJ, JVP, UUA, 
blasting out to their list & membership. 

Option 2: 
Ask the recipients to share with their donor lists.

Option 3: 
Donors will have the option to share their giving with their cir-
cles with a peer ask e.g. “I just gave to the Movement for 
Black Liberation, join my giving circle by clicking on this link.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 8: Who administers the mech-
anism?]
 
Option 1:
MNL Working Group becomes formalized as a movement 
backbone entity that a) Runs the Deep Capacity Training, b) 
Runs the funding mechanism c) Potentially owns material  
infrastructure e.g. a building that houses orgs. 

Option 2: 
A new backbone organization, a new type of foundation.

Option 3: 
An existing group like RG, or MSC, or a consortium of the na-
tional movement backbone groups and radical foundations.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 9: How do donors give?]
 

Pay online by credit card --> option to share their giving and 
make a peer ask --> option to join a giving circle/affinity 
group online to talk about and increase their pooled giving.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 10: How do recipients give 
updates on how funds were used in a way that 
engages donors and ensures accountability?]
 
Option 1:
Simple form that they fill out online quarterly that captures their main ac-
tivities and categories of spending --> connects to their profile.

Option 2: 
Big movement event (end of year) where groups and supporters come 
together and celebrate accomplishments of the movement.

Option 3: 
Old school report.

Option 4:
Time bank/skill share system where groups can identify needs/tasks that 
supporters can fulfill directly i.e. Direct asks.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 11: How do we get the  
money to the groups?]
 
Option 1:
The backbone is a fiscal sponsor of the groups and disburses 
funds as needed through checks/transfers. 

Option 2: 
Money is transferred monthly to groups’ independent bank 
accounts.

Option 3: 
Groups are given credit cards with topped up amounts.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 12: How do we communicate 
the asks in a way that inspires and gives hope?]
 
Option 1:
The site itself has a comprehensive ask --> relates to donors 
beliefs & values, connects to the a larger movement frame 
with a vision --> hopeful, inclusive language about the out-
come and what is being built e.g. Join the Movement by sup-
porting/Beloved Community etc.,  

Option 2: 
Ask should include combined budget of groups plus 30% 
for capacity building with visual capture of remaining funds 
needed.

Option 3: 
Apply Narrative Thinking to create the framing for the asks.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 13: How do we find out about 
and notify others about rapid response needs?]
 
Option 1:
Rapid Response section on site. 

Option 2: 
Limited texts e.g. BlackBirds snap actions that notify support-
ers.

Option 3: 
When orienting new groups tell them about the rapid re-
sponse section - workshops to orient people when we set it 
up. 

Option 4:
Partner with Ferguson Action for infrastructure and reach (Oc-
cupy Together).



[ DESIGN QUESTION 14: What is the look and feel?]
 
Option 1:
Powerful, Hopeful, positive, lots of stories and people to con-
nect to (optional leader & donor profiles), inclusive, together-
ness, not just donors coming to give charity, playing a role in 
the movement, can access other ways to participate. Super 
simple, clear, easy to navigate.  

Option 2: 
Front page = large beautiful picture with three ‘asks’: give, 
learn, share 

Give: $$$, Time, Materials
Learn: About the groups, about the movement/political edu-
cation, Events & Activities
Share: Social media sharing, share about yourself/your giving 
story, skill share (what you have to give)



[ DESIGN QUESTION 15: What is the best platform?]
 

Alternative foundation/sou sou/collaborative recipient-man-
aged fund uses a unique website powered by??? network for 
good/verisign, credible host site...



[ DESIGN QUESTION 16: How do we integrate key 
ideas and information about movement theory, 
personal development, political education etc.?]
 
Option 1:
Under the ‘learn’ section of the site. 

Option 2: 
Connecting ppl to SURJ, RG, JVP, UUA activities. 

Option 3:
News, updates etc. Resource tab.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 16: How do donors share with 
others and create affinity groups?]
 
Option 1:
Step by step instruction guide on how to form affinity groups 
(from SURJ or RG). 

Option 2: 
Social media sharing. 

Option 3:
Meet up type thing for online affinity to move to in-person.



[ DESIGN QUESTION 16: How do we ensure the 
personal & political development and relation-
ship building of donors and movement group 
leaders?]
 
Option 1:
Participation in Deep Capacity Training 

Option 2: 
Online resources and education. 

Option 3:
Events and activities open to the public.



 
Appendices: Survey and Interview  
instruments



[Donor/Supporter Survey Questions]

1. Age

2. Ethnicity

3. Location

4. Do you consider yourself a supporter, ally, or accomplice of the Black Liberation Movement?

5. What does that mean to you?

6. In what ways do you support the movement: a) Posting/sharing articles/opinion pieces b) Donating 

$$ c) Attending rallies, marches and teach-ins d) Other material support besides $$ e) Other _________

7. How long have you been supporting this movement?

8. If you have provided $$ to support the movement, what ways have you given? a) Online, b) Cash, 

c) Check

9. How much have you given to support the movement since 2012? (estimate)

10. Where has your giving been focused? a) Boston-Area b) National orgs c) Ferguson-based orgs

11. Please list which organizations you have given to in order to support the Black Liberation Movement 

since 2012.

12. What challenges or barriers do you face in supporting the movement in Boston?

13. What would make it easier for you to support the Black Liberation Movement in Boston?

14. Is there anything we should have asked you but didn’t?



[Black-Led Movement Org. Leader Interview 
Questions]

1. Do you consider yourself part of the Black Liberation Movement in Boston?

2. What does that mean to you?

3. Who else should we be talking to given that definition?

4. Do you consider yourself adequately funded for the work you are trying to do?

5. What works well in securing funding? What has been challenging in securing funding? 

6. What other challenges do you face in doing your Black Liberation work in Boston

7. What are your needs in order to be able to do this work?

8. What factors/conditions would make your work easier?

9. Are you willing to give feedback on the process as we continue research and design?



Next Steps

This document represents the Inspiration and Ideation 
phases of a design process. Next steps would include:

> Engaging black-led movement-focused groups in  
prioritizing and choosing options for the Design Questions 

> Rapid Prototyping of a platform/mechanism 

> Launch and Implementation of the mechanism


